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Additional details on Experimental NMR chemical shift and Random Coil Indices: 

NMR and RCI assignments can be found in the SI files: CAapo_holo_50C_SI and 
CA_RCI_apo_holo_50C.csv . 

Chemical shift values obtained for the 1HN, 15NH, 13Cα, and 13C’ nuclei corresponding to each amino 
acid residue for the apoenzyme at 30ºC and 50ºC as well as the holoenzyme at 30ºC were 
submitted to the RCI server4 generating a random coil index. RCI values thus calculated were 
used as a metric to quantify changes in protein flexibility upon temperature increase and effector 
binding.5 

 

 

Dynamical Perturbation Contact Network (DPCN) files: 

DPCN.csv à Atomic contacts computed including all heavy atoms (i.e. excluding hydrogens) of 
the amino acid residues (symmetric contacts). 

DPCN_asymmetric_NH.csv à Atomic contacts computed for each residue, including atoms from 
its backbone amide (NH) group in contact with the heavy atoms of rest of the protein (asymmetric 
contacts). 
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Figure SI1. (A) Instantaneous representation of the breathing motion angle (between Cα atoms 
of fF120, hW123, hG52) during the first frame of the apo30 simulation. (B) Breathing motion angle 
evolution during the 1μs MD simulation in apo30 (blue), apo50 (green), and holo30 (red) with 
moving average with a time window of 100 frames=10ns. (C) Kernel density estimate of the 
distribution of breathing motion angle in each trajectory. (D) Boxplot representing the distribution 
of breathing motion angle in each trajectory. The mean is represented with a green cross, and 
the median is shown as an orange line.  
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Figure SI2.  Experimental NMR difference Ca assignments. (Top) apo30 to apo50 difference 
in C𝛼 chemical shifts. (Bottom) apo30 to IGP bound (at 30 degrees) difference in C𝛼 chemical 
shifts. NMR shifts for the PRFAR-bound system cannot be collected experimentally due to 
exchange broadening of nearly half of the assigned resonances. Hence, we characterized the 
holo system using a Imidazole glycerol phosphate (the reaction product and also allosteric 
effector). Residues that cannot be assigned unambiguously or are exchanged broadened are 
shown as gray bars. 
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Figure SI3. RMSF of apo30 (black lines, top and bottom) compared to holo30 (top) and apo50 
(bottom) with green upward bars if the RMSF is bigger and red downward bars if the RMSF is 
lower. Terminal segments are excluded.  
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Figure SI4.  Formation of f𝛼6’ along the trajectory. Time representation constructed using one 
frame every 10 ns showing the formation of f𝛼6’ in the PRFAR-bound (holo30) simulation, as 
opposed to the absence of ordered secondary structure in the absence of the effector (apo30). 
 
 

Figure SI5. (Left) Correlation plot between the weight of selected edges in the DCPN between 
apo30 and holo30, apo30 and apo50, apo50 and holo30. The selected edges include those with 
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weight greater or equal to 5 in either of the three sets. (Right) Scatterplot showing the correlation 
between the apo30-holo30 and apo30-apo50 differences from a random network, computed 
considering the same selection. 
 
 

 
Figure SI6. Induced perturbations for fD176 for the apo30/holo30 (left panel) and apo30/apo50 
(right panel) perturbation networks. Blue and red edges represent a bigger number of contacts in 
the systems labeled with blue and red text, respectively. Edge widths are proportional to the 
number of contact changes. 
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Figure SI7. Correlations between ShiftX2 simulated chemical shifts and experimental chemical 
shifts for N, H, and C’ at 30°C and 50°C. The Pearson correlation coefficients and corresponding 
P-values are shown.  
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Figure SI8.  Hydrogen bond distance (A) along the 1μs simulation of apo30 (blue) and apo50 
(red) between residues fL63-fR59 (A) and  fD14-fT53 (B). Kernel density estimate of the length of 
the respective same hydrogen bonds (C and D). 
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Figure SI9. 
Hydrogen bonding 
at the hisF-hisH 
interface. The upper 
panel shows the HB 
network on sideL, 
bottom panel 
represents the HB 
networks at sideR. 
Residues that form 
strong HB in HisF 
and in HisH are 
represented as 
orange spheres, and 
green spheres, 
respectively. A blue 
cylinder indicates 
that the HBs were 
more persistent in 
the apo30 
simulation, whereas 
a red cylinder 
indicates more HBs 
for the apo50 
simulation, or the 
holo30 simulation. 
The hydrogen bond 
(HB) analysis was 
performed by using 
PyHVis3D, a python-
based package to 
calculate pairwise 
HBs between all 

donors and acceptors of all frames of the simulation trajectory.8 The distance cutoff between 
acceptor and donor is 3.5 Å  and the angle cutoff hydrogen–donor–acceptor is 30º. The algorithm 
calculates an N*N matrix (N = the number of donor/acceptor atoms in the protein), and each 
matrix element represents the average presence of a HB between two atoms over the simulation 
time. Overall, the pattern of hydrogen bonding once again evidences the strong structural 
parallelism between temperature increase from 30oC to 50oC and PRFAR binding at 30 oC. 
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Figure SI10. Essential motions of the apo30 (A), holo30 (B), and apo50 (C). The trajectories were 
obtained by projecting each trajectory in the space described by mean(PC1, PC2). The overlay 
of 100 structures (one every 10 ns) reproduces the motion described by the principal components 
over 1 µs time of each trajectory. 
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